A Year Like No Other

Fifty-two weeks—more or less

Five hundred thousand lives lost—more or less

Three hundred sixty-five days—more or less

Is time the same at twenty as it is at seventy?

Days of uncertainty

Nights of terror—Days of loss

Days of boredom—Days of learning

Days of small joys—even days of laughter

Each day different for each of us

So much change—So much learning

Getting out food

Comforting those who are alone

Tending to our families

Pivoting to virtual learning

Looking back, we have come far

Thousand received evidence based wisdom

New modes of delivery, oh so many

Hundreds of new leaders and trainers

A bright light on equity
Looking forward, maybe some light

Getting vaccines in arms

Calming the hesitant

More options reaching more people

Do we have the will to change?

The old-world memories

The new world dreams

We bring the wisdom that bridge the two

We bring the will to serve elders

We look forward with optimism

Evidence Based Programs

We salute you

Organizations, leaders, trainers

We salute you

Keep on keeping on—EBLC is here to help